
BALI – JEJU  INTER-CULTURAL ART EXCHANGE PROGRAM  
 

The islands of Bali and Jeju, South Korea are distinctive for their dramatic volcanic 
landscapes, traditional cultures and their rapid economic development due to the 
onslaught of globalization. 
  
Not only do they share cultural similarities that have led to a formal 
institutionalization within the bounds of a “sister province” agreement and 
cooperation existing between the provincial government of Bali and the authority 
of Jeju, however, through a recent inter cultural contemporary art exchange 
program even stronger ties are currently being forged. 
  
The connection between artists from Bali and Jeju was first established in 2005 
when five Korean artists from JeJu visited Bali and exhibited their works side by 
side with the works of five artists from Bali at Tony Raka Art Gallery in Ubud.   
Three months later, a group of Indonesian artists from Bali, as well as the gallery 
representative travelled to Jeju Island. During their visit, the Indonesian artists 
exhibited their works with the works of the same group of Korean artists in Jeju 
City and visited important cultural sites, museums, galleries and studios.  
  
Marking the next chapter in the exchange program the joint exhibition 
Determination of Two Islands  - Bali and Jeju, opened at the Galeri Nasional in 
Jakarta on the 29th May and continues until 9th June 2013.  The exhibition features 
the work of nine senior artists from Jeju and nine Indonesian artists, eight from 
the island of Bali.  Works exhibited reflect the artist’s varying ideas 
translated via painting, sketching, digital print photographs, sculptures and mixed 
media works. 
  
The artists exhibiting from Jeju are Koh Gill Chun, Lee Jong Gu, Joo Jae Hwan, Shin 
Hak Chull, Kang Yo Bae, Jung Yong Sung, Lee Myoung Bok, Son Jang Sup and Yang 
Mi Kyeong.  While the participating artists from Indonesia include Srihadi 
Soedarsono, Nyoman Nuarta, Made Wianta, Chusin Setiadikara, Mangu Putra, 
Nyoman Erawan, Wayan ‘Suklu’ Sujana, Teja Astawa and Chandra Kirana. 
  
“Intercultural contemporary art exchange programs function on not only the 
immediate level of the personal experience for the participants, yet the benefits 
are mutually culturally enriching, as well as ongoing,” says Balinese artist Mangu 
Putra.    
  
“Inter cultural awareness, tolerance and communication open the door to 
opportunities for political, economic and social benefits, and to the individual, 
opportunities for personal development and growth.” 
  
South Korea's recent history is one of amazing progress. Annexed by Japan early in 
the 20th century, and ravaged by World War II and the Korean War, South Korea 
lapsed into military dictatorship for decades. 
  
Beginning in the late 1980s, however, South Korea created a representative 
democratic government and one of the world's top high-tech manufacturing 
economies. Despite lingering unease about the relationship with their communist 
neighbor North Korea, the South is a major Asian power and an inspiring success 
story. 
  

Bali and Jeju artists and guests at  
Nyoman Nuarta's Studio in Bandung,  
30th May 2013. 

Water - Happiness Lee Jong Gu, 2002,  
Acrylic on Rice Paper sack, 160x158cm 

Boys Chusin Setiadikara, Drawing with 
charcoal and acrylic on canvas, 2013,  
200x250cm 

Dia Menatapku 4 Mangu Putra, 2013,  
Oil + Pastel on Linen, 160x210cm. 



Because of the relative isolation of the island, located 60 Km’s south of Korea the 
people of Jeju have developed a culture and language that are distinct from those 
of mainland Korea.  The strong roots of traditional culture, the predominance of 
agrarian culture, a strong belief in the existence of a supernatural world that 
affects everyday life, various traditional rites and ceremonies that take place 
throughout the year, are part of the cultural elements that compare Bali and Jeju.  
  
Ninety percent of the surface of Jeju is basalt.  In around 1750, to scare off 
invaders, local masons started carving rocks into forbidding black "grandfather 
stones" (dolharubang).  The stones remain a symbol of a distinct ancient culture 
furnished with many gods and legends. 
  
An important feature that juxtaposes Bali and Jeju is tourism. Bali and Jeju are two 
of the top tourist destinations in the world. The Jeju economy has traditionally 
been supported by primary industry, but tourism has taken a more important role 
as the island receives upwards of six million visitors per year.  With their growing 
tourism industries, the two islands share experiences of being a melting pot of a 
variety of cultures.     
  
During the course of their five day visit to Indonesia the Korean artists and their 
families travelled from  Jakarta to Bandung,  visiting the studio and gallery of 
renown Balinese scultptor Nyoman Nuarta  and then flew to Bali where they 
resided in Ubud.  In Ubud they visited museums, galleries, artists studios, the 
Ubud market, sampled Balinese and Indonesian cuisine, visited Sanur beach and 
made a day trip into the caldera of Mt. Batur, Kintamani. 
  
Determination of Two Island offers an opportunity to raise questions concerning 
identity. The works presented in the exhibition were born by the creative 
imagination of the artists who live in multicultural crossroads in the process of 
being made by mixing of elements that come from the web of encounters, 
exchanges and interchanges in the contemporary world.  The exhibition provides 
an aesthetic experience and an insight into the meaning of being the Balinese, the 
Jejunese, the Indonesian or the Korean.  
  
“This exchange program marks the rekindling and the continuation of the warm, 
enduring relationship between Bali and Jeju and is the result of a strong friendship 
over many years,” says Jeju artist Jung Yung Sung.     
  
“It is vital for the visual artist to be exposed to new cultural and artistic landscapes 
to build on and develop their creative powers.   We are thrilled to be exhibiting 
our work in the Galeri Nasional in Jakarta along with our friends from Indonesia.”   
  
The next episode in the ongoing Bali – Jeju intercultural exchange will unfold in 
February 2014 when artists from Bali will visit  Jeju and exhibited with their 
friends in the new National Museum of Jeju. 
  
“Within the works of the artists from Bali, we, the Korean artists were deeply 
moved by the soul of the works,” says Jung Yong Sung.  “Returning to Bali again 
this year, and in particular to the volcanic crater of Mt. Batur was, for me, like 
returning to my spiritual heartland.”    

Dizziness 2 Joo Jae Hwan, 2011,  
Pigment Print, 100x52cm 

Sky of the North West Bang Yo Bae,  
2009, Acrylic on Canvas, 227x182cm 


